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The LACF depends forits
LEGACIES TO THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
income entirely on members and supporters. Please consider leaving the LAc F a legacy
in your will: it is a charitable organization and all legacies to it are exempt from
Capita!Transfer Tax and aggregation without limit. Bequests can take the form of a
lump sum or the residue or a fraction of your estate. Some members might prefer to
consider leaving works of fine or decorative art but if you contemplate doing this it
would be helpful if you could please seek the advice of the Secretary who can let you
know if any item will fit into the permanent collection of the Leeds City Art Galleries.
The following would be a suitable form of words to send to your solicitor for
inclusion in your will:

'I bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam House, Leeds,
free of all
a legacy of ........................
Hon Solicitor of the LAc F is always very happy to advise potential benefactors.
taxes'he

TIIE I E ED s ART co ELEC T I o N s F U N D is one of the oldest supporting bodies for the visual arts in Great Britain,
a source of regular funds For buying works of art for the Leeds collections. Why not identify yourself with the Art
Gallery, Temple Newsam House and Lotherton Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all
functions, pnvate views and organized visits to places of interest. Membership is open to everyone on payment ol
a minimum annual subscription of f Io. There is also a concessionary joint membership for f I 5 and hfe
membership for f I oo per person or f I 5o )oint. Corporate membership for organizations is f z 5. If you would
like to loin simply complete the form and send it with your remittance to the Hon. Secretary, Leeds Art
Collections Fund, Temple Newsam House, Leeds Ls I 5 OAE. Telephone 6ATI xi.
President Lord Martin Fitzalan Howard; Vice President The Rt Hon the Earl of Harewood LLD; Tiustees E. M.
Arnold, Mrs S. Gilchrist, W. T. Oliver; Committee W. A. B. Brown (Chairman), E. M. Arnold (Vice-Chairman),
Dr H. R. Alpin, Mrs J. H. Epstone, Mrs S. Mason, Mrs M. Morris, Counmllor Mrs E. A. Nash, J. E. Richardson,
Mrs B. Roberts; Joint Hon Treasurers E. M. Arnold, J. S. Fox; Hon Secretary C. G. Gilbert; Hon Membership
Secretary Dr R. B. Welch; Hon Legal Adviser T. A. Last; Hon Excursions Secretary Mrs Audrey Warburton;
Events Committee Chairman Dr J. R. Sherwin.

The Lord Mayor; Chairman Councillor Mrs E. A. Nash; Deputy
LElsURE sERVIcEs coMMITTEE
Chairman Councillor M. J. Bedford; Councillor B. P. Atha, Councillor Miss A. D. Atkinson, Councillor T.
Briggs, Councillor J. L. Carter, Councillor Mrs I. Favell, Councillor F. Flatters, Counollor J. G. B. Frankland,
Councillor Mrs S. M. Gill, Councillor W. Hudson, Councillor G. P. Kirkland, Councillor J. Kitchen MBE,
Councillor D. Lambert, Councillor C. Myers, Councillor G. Platt.

sTAFF'irector of Art

Galleries Chnstopher Gilbert MA FMA; Principal Keeper Anthony Wells-Cole
Pnncipal Keeper (Art Gallery and Henry Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture) Terry F. Friedman
BA FIID; Keeper (Art Gallery) Alexander Robertson MA AMA; Keeper (Lotherton Hall) Sarah C. Nichols MA;
Keeper (Temple Newsam) James Lomax MA AMA; Keeper (Conservation) post vacant; Keeper (Education) Adam
White BA MA; Senior Assistant Keeper (Education) Judith Nesbitt MA; Senior Assistant Keeper (Art Gallery)
Connne E. Miller BA; Senior Assistant Keeper (Exhibitions) Nigel Walsh BA; Research Assistant (Henry Moore
Centre for the Study of Sculpture) post vacant; Curatonal Assistant Barbara Thompson; Pamtmgs Conservator
Michael Sheppard; Technical Supervisor John Berry BA; Metalwork Conservator Phoebe Clements DA(EDIN)
DIF coNs (DEslvsiA); Textile Conservators posts vacant; Technical Assistant David Hudson; Administrator Jean
English; Secretary Denise Lawson; C(coca) Assistants Sheel Bharj, Andrew Taylor, Jacqueline Wade; Manager,
Craft Centre and Design Gallery Mercia Southon.
MA AMA;

Starting with the first issue published in I96y, the entire Leeds Arts Calendar is now available on
microfilm. Write for informanon or send orders direct to Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan
AS I 06, UEA.
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EDITORIAL
It is difficult to believe that Barbara Thompson,
who started work at Temple Newsam as secretary
to the Director under Philip Hendy on r October
r 94 5, finally retired at the end of March. She has
provided invaluable continuity and a sense of
stability during this time, in addition to her high
powered professonal skills and other abilities.
Barbara will have been involved as secretary, and
later Curatorial Assistant, in the preparation of
over too issues of the Leeds Arts Calendar, and
taken minutes at all our committee meetings and
AGM since the war. It is difficult to exaggerate the
contribution
she has made: besides wishing
Barbara a cheerfully active retirement your Committee, on behalf of the Membership, gave her a
farewell cheque. Other staff news, briefly: Sarah
Nichols has become Keeper of Lotherton Hall;
Adam White, who joined us in r98z, has been
promoted to Keeper of Educational Services and
Denise Lawson recently started at Temple Newsam
as secretary. We hope they all enjoy their new
responsibilities.
It is good to report that despite a heavy snowfall
the Centenary Year got off to a capital start on
Saturday z3 January, with a well-attended Family
Fun Day at the Art Gallery hosted by TV celebrity,
Bob Holness. There were free button badges and
balloons featuring our special logo; the jokey
painted bus advertising the Gallery sponsored by
Yorkshire Rider was launched; brass bands played,
Morris Dancers danced and an amazing tooth
Birthday Cake given by Thurstons the Bakers was
and various
cut. The 'Inside/Out'xhibition
children's Art Workshops proved vastly popular.
This first event augurs well for a thrilling year-long
programme of celebration. Members will periodically receive details of activities in our newlydesigned Events Sheet.
Working for an Art Gallery these days is rather
like being in the Fire Brigade, since one seems
constantly to be responding to crises. The latest
rescue operation launched by Leeds was a campaign to raise Zygo,ooo in six months to save a
spectacular silver centrepiece from leaving the
country. This masterpiece of Huguenot craftsmanship was made by David Willaume and his sister
Anne Tanqueray in r 73 t and is engraved with the
armorials of Cholmley Turner, a Yorkshire magni-

fico from Kirkleatham Hall, near Middlesbrough,
who enjoyed a famous reputation for holding
lavish banquets each year on the anniversary of
William III's landing in England, at which this
elaborate status symbol undoubtedly featured. The
real heroes of our crusade were the Trustees of the
National Heritage Memorial Fund who, in the end,
contributed 66go,ooo towards the purchase price.
Other significant sums came from the National
Art-Collections Fund, The Goldsmiths'ompany,
The John Paul Getty Jnr Charitable Trust, the
Pilgrim Trust, the Government and various wellwishers, several of whom insisted on remaining
anonymous. I would like in particular to mention
the Brigadier Hargreaves Charitable Trust which
over the years has been extremely kind and once
again responded to our appeal. It is the most
expensive piece of silver in any English museum
and not a penny came from the Rate Fund! Two
benefactors routed their cheques through the LA c F
so it is excellent that yet again the Fund is
associated with one of the very greatest Temple
Newsam treasures. We plan to build a centre case
in our high security bullion room so that it can be
displayed to maximum advantage.
Leeds Art Galleries have, for the first time ever,
raised over f't,ooo,ooo in actual cash during one
year. This has partly been the result of welcome
gifts from the Henry Moore Foundation to buy
sculpture, including Maurice Lambert's striking
green marble Man with Child, r9g t, two works by
Eduardo Paolozzi and a recent stone carving by
Stephen Cox. Another factor which enhanced the
total was a successful campaign to prevent a
memorable pair of nearly neo-classical carved and
gilt sarcophagus-shaped wine coolers from Burton
Constable going to an American collector. They
were designed by the architect Timothy Lightoler
and made by Jeremiah Hargrave of Hull in tp69.
The rest of this impressively documented dining
room ensemble, commissioned all at the same time,
is still intact, so once essential conservation work
has been completed they will be returned to Burton
Constable on indefinite
loan, since Temple
Newsam is not in the business of uprooting
masterpieces from their original setting to aggrandize the Leeds collection. On this occasion, the
Heritage Fund and the NAc F put up all the money.

OLD MASTERS
Curators and Directors at the Art Gallery
through the past hundred years
ADAM WHITE

So much of the Art Gallery's history is bound up
with those who have run it that it would be sad to
allow the centenary to pass without taking stock of
who they were and what they achieved. There is
only space to sketch them in outline but I hope that
a likeness will sometimes emerge.
When the Art Gallery was first opened Temple
Newsam House and Lotherton Hall were still
private houses and the Gallery stood alone as a
municipally-funded
institution
devoted to the
visual arts. Its staff was minimal: there was only
one curator on whose shoulders fell the whole
burden of building up the permanent collection
and organizing the exhibition programme. The
first person to take on these tasks was a fifty year
old former employee of the Peruvian Railways,
George Birkett, who had latterly worked as
Manager of the London art dealers White and Son
(Plate x). Genial, cigar-smoking, with 'something
suggestive of the artist and Bohemian in
appearance', he was also a respected judge of
contemporary art, a connoisseur of old masters, an
accomplished linguist, a friend of John Ruskin and
an acquaintance of the pre-Raphaelite painters
Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Edward Burne-Jones.
Starting with very little he built up a very
respectable collection of paintings, prints and
drawings without the benefit of a regular purchase
grant and instituted a series of spring exhibitions,
supplemented by occasional special displays of fine
and applied art, which put the Gallery well and
truly on the map. He was also a meticulous
researcher and published catalogues of the Paintings and Drawings (x898; znd edition x899) and
Casts and Sculpture (x899 with additions x9o9).
In June, x 9 x x he died in harness aged seventy-three
having served for nearly twenty-four years.
It was whispered in the press that there was some
disagreement as to who should succeed Birkett and
that outside pressure had been brought to bear on
the matter. The appointment
which resulted
proved to be one of the more controversial in the

Gallery's history. Frank Rutter (Plate z) later
admitted that he was 'not at all the kind of being to
make a satisfactory municipal officer'nd claimed
to have taken the job only because he was
persuaded to do so by friends and relatives who
thought he should find himself some 'regular and
permanent employment'. Although only thirty-six
at the time, he was already well known in London
as a critic and apostle of modern art, and as the
founder of the Allied Artists'ssociation
and
organizer of their London Salon exhibitions. He
moved to Leeds from the Sunday Times newspaper

his...

x George Birkett, Curator x888—
x9xx
Caricature by Kester from the Yorkshire Evening Post

found himself under attack for saying, allegedly,
that 'everything new [in art] was good'. The art
which he championed
paintings by William
Orpen, John Singer Sargent, Philip Wilson Steer
was by no
and William Nicholson, for example
means what would now be thought most avantgarde in the period, yet, he claimed, the Libraries
and Arts Committee of the Council which oversaw
his work had repeatedly blocked his purchases
from selffrom sheer aesthetic
blindness,
importance or for devious social or political
reasons. It would be pleasant to record that great
masterpieces of modern art were acquired during
his time, but the period (which, admittedly,
included most of the First World War), was a
meagre one for the permanent collection. Before
shaking the dust of Leeds off his feet Rutter did,
however, score a notable success. One of the
circumstances which attracted him to Leeds was
that Michael Sadler, the art collector and connoisseur, was Vice Chancellor of the University and, in
July x 9 j: z, the two men inaugurated the Leeds Art
Collections Fund which has ever since performed
valuable service in buying works of art and placing
them on permanent loan to the City. In the same
year Rutter also rearranged the exhibits in the
Gallery and had it redecorated in a manner which
seems strangely to anticipate the fashions of the
x96os with coarse-textured canvas substituted for
maroon boarding on the walls.
When Rutter left his duties were taken over by
the City Librarian, T. W. Hand. The Art Gallery
remained without a Curator until z92,4 when the
vacancy was filled by an academic, Solomon
Kaines Smith who had previously been a lecturer in
archaeology and art at Magdalene College, Cambridge and had written books on the painters John
Crome and Joseph Wright of Derby. He was no
man of the ivory tower, however, having served
during the First World War as chief postal censor
for the Aegean area and Advisory Officer on
censorship to the Greek government. During his
first full year in office the number of visitors to the
Gallery soared, partly no doubt because he gave the
exhibition space a facelift which it had not received
since the War and must have needed badly. It fell to
his lot to mastermind the first extension to the
building which was opened in z9zS to display the
art collections of Sam Wilson, a local cloth
manufacturer. In the following year the Curator's
status was raised to that of Director placing him on
a par with his counterparts at Manchester and
Liverpool, but in July t92,7 he renounced this lofty

—

2 Frank Rutter, Curator r9zz;ry, at a meeting of the
Leeds Studio Club

Caricature by Kester from the Yorkshire Post

and found the change a considerable shock as he
entered a world in which he 'never felt [himself] to
be anything but a stranger'. His brief and stormy
tenure of office from x9xz to zyz7 is vividly, and
vitriolically, chronicled in his autobiography Since
I u as Tu enty Five which was published from the
safe distance of London, ten years after he had quit.
The greater part of a chapter of this book is devoted
to an attack on what he saw as the boorishness,
snobbery, stupidity and philistinism of the City
Council which is contrasted with the sharp critical
insight of the working-class Leodonian. Rutter

—

title for that of Keeper of the Birmingham City
Museum and Art Gallery.
Strange as it may seem, no Curator or Director
had so far been appointed to Leeds with previous
museum experience. The first person to break the
mould was Frank Lambert who had been Assistant
Curator at the Guildhall Museum, London, then
Curator at Stoke on Trent before moving to replace
Kaines Smith. He was more daringly modern than
any of his predecessors sweeping away nearly all
the plaster casts of ancient statues which stood in
the entrance hall of the Gallery and even going so
far as to exhibit Jacob Epstein's provocative figure
of a pregnant woman, Genesis, in the Sam Wilson
extension late in r 93 Lambert must have put it
there knowing that he would not remain long to
take the consequences for, at the end of the year, he
left to become Director of the Walker Art Gallery,
Liverpool. A successor was found in the irrepressible John Rothenstein, the future Director of the
Tate Gallery, who left academic life in the United
States to take up the post and stayed in it a mere
eighteen months before tendering his resignation.
For Leeds Rothenstein was in many ways the
Rutter of the inter-war years. An established
author of considerable
literary gifts but no
curatorial experience, he too felt alien to Leeds and
vented his spleen about it in print after he had
his job as an 'official post in purgatory'.
He wrote more sympathetically than Rutter had
done about the City Councillors but the city itself
them
he bracketed
with Sheffield, damning
together as nothing more than 'a few respectable
old churches... a few mostly mediocre public
buildings, a few thousand mostly dismal villas...
all lost in a vast wilderness of slum'. Dismayed by
the 'size and dereliction'f the Art Gallery when he
first arrived, he found that his efforts to improve
the quality of the work on display met with fierce
resistance. Visitors were outraged when he set
about disposing of the remaining plaster casts in
the collection, and when he took down some
favourite Victorian paintings and replaced them
with old masters of a higher calibre from the stores
there were protests from members of the Libraries
and Arts Committee. At the end of his first year the
Committee refused to put him back on full salary,
having made a ten per cent cut as an economy
measure during the Great Depression. This was the
last straw: swallowing his aversion to the ugliness
of Sheffield he moved south to be Director of its Art
Galleries, including the new Graves Art Gallery
whose founder he had met in Leeds.

'.

left,'escribing

Rothenstein's
successor likewise crossed the
Atlantic to take up his duties but his experience left
him somewhat better prepared for what he was to
find. Philip Hendy (Plate 3) had worked in London
at the Wallace Collection in the t9zos and had
been Curator of Paintings at the
subsequently
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, Massachusetts.
Even from the dry pages of his first Annual Report
to the Leeds City Council it is obvious that he was
very far-sighted. He announced a new policy for
purchases in accordance with a view shared by
Rothenstein that the Gallery's holdings of watercolours were better than its collection of oil
paintings, and gave priority to the acquisition of
oils by outstanding
English artists from the
eighteenth century onwards. He had already began
to implement this scheme and pursued it with
remarkable success, particularly in the field of
twentieth-century
art. To this end he finally
secured what had often been sought in vain before,
an annual purchase grant from municipal funds.
Hendy managed to combine his work at Leeds
with the Slade Professorship of Fine Art at Oxford
University which he held for ten years from r936
onwards. In I937 Temple Newsam House, which
had been purchased by the Corporation of Leeds in
r9zz and had previously been under separate
was added to his domain. He
management,
considered the Art Gallery to be so ugly and
inadequate as to be effectively a write-off and
refused to celebrate its Golden Jubilee on the
grounds that this 'could only draw attention to its
defects'. Serious thought was given to closing it
down altogether and moving the collection out to
Temple Newsam where the air was less polluted
and the architecture of superior quality. An
alternative proposal, submitted in March r938,
was to replace the entire Municipal Buildings, of
which the Art Gallery forms a part, with a huge and
severe-looking palace of culture which was also to
accommodate the Library, the City Museum and 'a
large block of City offices'. The Art Gallery was
allocated virtually the whole of the top floor and
Hendy, thinking that the building would provide
what he required in the way of 'clean air, good light
comfortable seating for the visitors
adequate working facilities for the staff', became
one of its advocates, taking care to keep the
architect's model in the public eye even after the
Second World War had dashed any real hope that it
would ever be used.
Instead of a new Art Gallery, the War brought
about the closure of the old one: Temple Newsam

...

and...

3 Philip Hendy, Director

I934—45

was thought to be less vulnerable to air raids and,
with conflict looming in the spring and summer of
t939, the collections were evacuated there. Hendy
now announced that the house 'can never be a
suitable place for the exhibition of modern art in
nonetheless,
one of the most
any quantity';
remarkable features of his directorship was the
series of modern
which he
art exhibitions
organized there. The list is highly impressive,
including the Walter Richard Sickert memorial
exhibition, 'Sculpture and Paintings by Jacob
Epstein and Matthew Smith'r94z); 'Paintings
and Sculpture by Paul Nash and Barbara Hepworth', 'Paintings and Sculpture by Roy de Maistre
and Henri Gaudier-Brzeska't943); 'Paintings in
Oil and Watercolour by the late Philip Wilson
Steer'; 'Paintings by Ben Nicholson't 944). Above
all there was the display of sculpture and drawings
by Henry Moore and paintings by John Piper and
Graham Sutherland in x94r, an event hailed by
Kenneth Clark, the Director of the National
Gallery, who performed the opening ceremony, as
'a very great landmark in the history of English art'.
Hendy lamented that the distance between Temple
Newsam and the city centre combined with a
wartime shortage of petrol made it difficult for
people to get to the house, but it was never forced

4 Ernest Musgrave, Director r946 —
5y

to close and its stock of treasures went on growing
with the help of a highly supportive City Council
which maintained the purchase fund throughout.
With this success story to his credit, in r 945 Hendy
was appointed Director of the National Gallery
where he remained until his retirement. Rothenstein's even longer reign at the Tate Gallery had
begun seven years before and it thus came about
that for nearly two decades the two institutions
were run by former Leeds Directors.
In t946 Ernest Musgrave (Plate 4), the Director
of the City Art Gallery at Wakefield, was appointed
to fill the vacancy here. He is said to have 'seized
with joy'he proffered opportunity as well he
might for it set the seal on an extraordinary career
which he had begun in Leeds twenty-one years
before as a uniformed attendant at the Art Gallery.
His first promotion was to a secretarial post and he
twice found himself in charge between Directors.
Rothenstein learned from him the day to day
business of museum administration and found him
one of the few redeeming features of life in Leeds:
'resourceful, imperturbable,
conscientious, courteous, and above all dedicated'. He was a bachelor,
restless by nature, often outspoken and provocative, with Hendy's good looks and his driving
energy. The major task which confronted him was

...

5 Robert Rowe, Director

r958-83

to make the Art Gallery fit for the public again and
this he accomplished
in stages, with partial
reopenings in r 947—
48 and September I949.
Partitions were inserted into the Central Court and
the ground floor of the Sam Wilson wing to create
extra exhibition spaces and there was much
internal redecoration and cleaning and restoration
of works of art. Musgrave was, however, determined that the improvements should not stop there
and proposed to carry through a development plan
put forward by Hendy during his last year of office.
One of its main objectives was to give the Art
Gallery a separate entrance in its present position,
sparing the visitor from having to walk through a
decrepit sculpture gallery which occupied the space
now used for the Commercial and Technical
Library; this was achieved in t95x —5z. Secondly it
was proposed to insert a mezzanine into the
Central Court and to make a lecture theatre on the
lower level; thirdly, the Commercial and Technical
Library was to be moved from where the Art
Library is now, to free the space for the Gallery.
Hendy had also noted that there was a need for a
study room for prints, drawings and watercolours.
A major bequest of such material was received
from Agnes and Norman Lupton in t95z and
galvanized the City Council into adopting this idea

but Musgrave was never to see it realised. On t8
November I957 he was severely injured in a crash
while driving down the Ar with Frank Lambert's
wife to attend the annual dinner of the Society of
Yorkshiremen in London. Hours later, he died.
For all his efforts on the Art Gallery's behalf
Musgrave's main interest had been in country
houses for which he wrote a number of guidebooks. He also instituted this publication, the
Leeds Arts Calendar, which first appeared in r 947.
His conversion of the Art Gallery's Central Court
was completed shortly before his death.
Musgrave's place was filled by Robert Rowe,
silver specialist, amateur artist, and former Assistant Keeper at Birmingham and Deputy Director at
Manchester (Plate 5). A man with a mission if ever
there was one, he sought to promote art on a
national scale with Leeds as the flagship of his
enterprise. The Print Room and Art Library at the
Art Gallery was opened in December ?959 and
billed ambitiously as a 'regional study centre',
revealing the new Director's intense interest in art
education which he was later to show in many
different ways: by establishing the BA Decorative
Arts course in conjunction with Leeds University
(r 969), by appointing a professional trainee
work
specifically concerned with educational
in
and
the
he
setting
part
played
(x 978)
up the
by
Henry Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture at
the Art Gallery. Physically the establishment in
Leeds grew enormously under his leadership with
the addition of Lotherton Hall and its contents
(1968), the Conservation Centre at Aberford
(r98o) and a new extension to the Art Gallery
which reopened its doors in z98z after a three-year
period of closure. His twenty-five years in office
came to a sad end in the following year when ill
health obliged him to take early retirement, but he
is fortunately still very much with us as a trustee of
the Henry Moore Centre. For the first time ever the
Art Gallery then acquired a new chief by internal
appointment when Christopher Gilbert, the Principal Keeper based at Temple Newsam with special
responsibility for the furniture collection, took
over the reins. Since then a further extension to the
Gallery has been opened, with a programme of
major exhibitions and spectacular acquisitions.
NOTE
'Northern Gallery', The Nineteenth Century and After, r36
94'eprinted with alterations as chapter six of
(1 944), pp. 84—
Summer's Lease, the author's autobiography of his early years
(London, r965).

STEPPING OUT
IN CENTENARY YEAR
CORINNE MILLER
The opening of Leeds City Art Gallery on
3 October t888 was an extremely prestigious
occasion, with no less than fourteen Lord Mayors
of Yorkshire towns in attendance. The event
received both national and local press coverage and
from these reports we can glean some understanding of the attitudes towards art and galleries
prevelant at the time.
Leeds City Art Gallery, like the Town Hall,
opened thirty years earlier by Queen Victoria, was
seen as a statement of civic pride by a confident and
prosperous manufacturing
town. In an article
published in the Illustrated London Nerves the
prestige of the Art Gallery was repeatedly
enhanced by references to the great European
cultures of the past, allusions consciously incorporated into his designs by the architect W. H. Thorp.
The journalist remarked upon the 'classic moulded
pilasters'f the Queen's Room, 'the noble
staircase'ith its Ionic and Doric columns, the
'lofty doric arcade'f the Central Court and the
facade by Corson in the 'Italian Renaissance style'.
This emphasis upon the architecture of the building
as opposed to the exhibits reinforced the Gallery's
status as a civic monument.
The opening of the Art Gallery can also be said to
mark a turning point in the cultural life of Leeds
with the progress of visual art from the private to
the public domain. This brought with it, as the
Yorkshire Post noted, public responsibilities:
After being so auspiciously launched it now devolves
upon the Leeds Public heartily to support and so to show
themselves not so indifferent to the claims of Art as they
are commonly but no doubt erroneously supposed to be.

This passive role so typical of the nineteenth
century Gallery, where it was the responsibility of
the visitor to use the facility and find their own
enjoyment, is one which has changed markedly.
Today, galleries take a more active stance through
educational programmes
for both adults and
children and by seeking out new audiences.
This year we celebrate our Centenary and it
seemed appropriate to make people our main

concern, to celebrate visitors and benefactors past
and present but also to throw open the doors and
make the Art Gallery a part of the everyday lives of
local people and a vital force within our community. This is our challenge for r 988 and it has been
the driving force behind recent marketing initiatives which we have undertaken.
To identify areas of weakness, and consider
what strategies we might employ to remedy them, a
small committee of curatorial staff was formed in
I986. A number of proposals were made and
having focused our attentions on the problems we
tentatively stepped out into the hitherto unchartered territories of marketing with its accompanying jargon, beyond the realm of most dictionaries,
like corporate identities, swoT analysis and the
marketing mix.
The corporate identity was the first area to be
tackled. Much of our publicity material is, through
financial necessity, simple and we felt a logo would
help the public to identify our material more easily.
It was also an opportunity to say something about
the philosophy which underlies the Gallery. To
help us we approached the design students at Leeds
Polytechnic and their tutor Colin Smith. They
enthusiastically took up our brief and five designs
were produced by third-year students. The committee eventually awarded a prize to Ian Brookes
for his logo which will be incorporated into all our
advertising material in the course of the year. Ian
set himself four essential criteria. The first and most
important was that the logo must be distinctive
because it would have to compete with other
gallery logos in poster displays, leaflet racks, on
newsdesks, and sit alongside the Arts Council logo
which must be present on all our publications. The
design also had to be simple and adaptable because
it would be used not only in a secondary role on
posters and display material but more prominently
on press notices and badges. Finally the design had
to be timeless; it could not be nostalgic nor yet too
fashionable, and as Ian remarked in his sketchbook
it was essential to 'avoid treating serious things
lightly'. From our brief Ian also had to produce

something which reflected the Gallery as a lively
and inviting place with collections specializing in
contemporary art.
Logos must be readily associated with the
organization if they are to become fixed in the
public mind and so it was natural that Ian should
look to the facade
our public face
for
inspiration. The most obvious features of the
facade are the steps, the sculpture Reclining
Woman '8o by Henry Moore and the doorway
itself which echoes the old entrance with its high
archway and ornamental pilasters. These three
elements were combined and gradually modified
into a triangle, two wavy lines and an archway
which form the image of the logo. The design
appealed to us on a number of grounds. We felt
that the arch was readily identifiable with the door,
the main point of access to the Gallery, and
liked the triangle representing
particularly
a
compulsive force moving through the doorway,
conveying the idea of an invitation to enter and a
feeling of mystery
just what lies behind that
door? The wavy lines, developed from the sculpture, flow out through the door in either direction
reinforcing the link between the Gallery and the
outside world realizing the idea that the power of
art cannot be bound by the walls which contain it.
We also like the juxtaposition of the wavy,
painterly lines, the straight lines of the triangle and
the constructed element in the arch which reflect
the nature of our permanent collections.
The typography,
an elegant sans serif form
which is modern without being fashionable,
seemed an appropriate
choice for a Gallery
specializing in twentieth-century
art. The logo is
designed in three colours, a black arch with a red
triangle and red and yellow wavy lines. The black
and white version is illustrated here (Plate 6) and
there is a special centenary version in red and gold
reversed out on a black ground which we have used
on our badge.
Having acquired a logo the marketing committee then looked at the advertising of the Gallery. If
we are to make a real impact in the market place we
need to look beyond our traditional posters and
leaflets, which inevitably only reach a fraction of
our potential audience. Various suggestions were
made including the use of platform posters at Leeds
Station. In our committee there is space for the odd
wild dream as well; bus advertising and television
advertising were both suggested, but the costs were
beyond our means. Then unexpectedly one telephone call led to the realization of one of those
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ideas. The Yorkshire
Rider bus company
approached us to help them prepare their r988
calendar. In return for our services they were more
than generous, offering not the advertisements
along each side of the bus but a whole bus painted
to our design.
We invited three artists to submit designs: Helen
Kozitch, Cate Clarke and Stephen Denham.
Stephen's design was particularly admired and he
was offered the commission. Our brief outlined
what we saw as the important attractions of the Art
Gallery to visitors: it is open seven days a week and
contrary to popular belief it is free. As with the logo
we wanted the bus design to reflect the lively and
enjoyable aspects of the Gallery. Stephen's design
(Plate y) shows a Yorkshire Rider double-decker
bus in normal livery which has been opened up like
a can of sardines to reveal the people sitting on the
seats. Like a game of consequences the heads of the
passengers complete the figures. The passengers
and potential gallery visitors thus become active
participants in the design. The characters represent
a cross-section of our visitors, arrived at by simply
watching people as they came through the door,
and some of the inhabitants of the Gallery. Antony
Gormley's Brick Man walks down the stairs;
Eduardo Paolozzi's Poem for the Trio MRT
struggles for freedom from the engine compartment; Bill Woodrow's Beaver from Tuin-tub and
Beaver having nibbled its way through the
twin-tub starts to gnaw away at the wheel arches,

y Finishing touches being added to the Centenary Bus
Yorkshire Post Newspapers Lrd

and a mermaid from Edward Hale's The Mermaid's Rock turns one window into a curious sort
of fishtank. All the artists with the exception of the
late Mr Hale agreed to their work being included
and Paolozzi was particularly enthusiastic. We
have to thank them for allowing us to use their
work in this light-hearted way.
The back window is surrounded by a gold frame
thus reinforcing that partnership between people
and art which we seek to promote. Along the sides
of the bus Stephen placed his slogan 'Uncover the
secrets of Leeds City Art Gallery open seven days a
week and it's
designs were translated on to the bus
by the artist Brian Hooke and Yorkshire Rider
painters at the Kirkstall Road depot under the
supervision of Brian Townend. The bus will be in
service on various routes throughout Leeds during
t988. We have great expectations of its power to
draw new audiences into the Gallery and hope to
set up a market research project which will help us
to monitor its effectiveness.
free!'tephen's

We had cause to thank Yorkshire Rider once
again at the end of r98y when they offered to
sponsor a new publication A Young Person'
was
Guide to the Gallery. This publication
launched at the opening of the exhibition 'Inside/
Out'n z3 January. A memorable day not just in
terms of atmosphere but as the heaviest snowfall
this winter; a day on which a thick blanket of snow
was deposited over Leeds in a matter of hours
stopping traffic and people from venturing out.
None the less nearly one thousand people enjoyed
the entertainments on offer.
The marketing committee decided that Centenary Year should be launched with a Family Fun
Day which would involve adults, children and art.
It is the first of several public celebrations which we
will be holding in Centenary Year. The day was
centred around the opening of the exhibition
'Inside/Out'n which the response of children and
young people to the Gallery and its collections was
shown through their own artwork. Two workshops enabled children and adults to experience the

8 Children enjoying Elaine Kowalsky's workshop

John Freeman

9 Bob Holness opening the exhibition
Post Newspapers
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'Inside/Out'orkshire

creative process without any critical judgement
being made of the result
an attitude which
several adults found refreshing and surprising; for
some it was the first time they had really been able
to enjoy making art! The morning workshop led by
Nicky Mamwell was called Natural Constructions.
Using natural materials participants created some
imaginative and witty environments for animals
including a house for a louse, a bed for a bug and an
abode for a toad. In the afternoon there was an
opportunity to get really messy printmaking with
Elaine Kowalsky, the Henry Moore Printmaking
Fellow (Plate 8). Using polystyrene meat trays
drawn upon with a ballpoint pen or pencil, inked
up with printing ink and printed on to large sheets
of paper taped to the floor the children created long
lengths of striking black and white images. Both
workshops showed what a few basic materials and
a little creative thinking can achieve. For anyone
who missed the workshops there were a variety of
quizzes with prizes
everyone got a badge or a
balloon for entering but there were more substan-
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tial prizes in the form of travel vouchers from
Yorkshire Rider and a series of prizes donated by
the Craft and Design Shop.
Bob Holness, the presenter of the children's quiz
show Blockbusters, generously gave his time to be
with us and his enthusiastic participation and
obvious enjoyment of the proceedings really added
to the occasion. His speeches (Plate 9) held his
audiences, young and old alike, spellbound and
there can be no doubt that he and his wife enjoyed
their first visit to Leeds.
To add to the festive atmosphere of the occasion
we invited three groups to perform. The Wakefield
Morris Dancers, prevented from performing in the
Square by the snow, danced instead in the
Restaurant, adding music, bells and colour to the
area. The Paradise Steel Band played a varied
programme of music on their steel drums outside
the 'Inside/Oou'xhibition
gallery and the West
Yorkshire Fire Service Pipe and Drum Band (Plate
ro), who had struggled in from Bradford, performed in the entrance hall instead of marching

shared by all present. By the end of the day the
whole cake had been consumed, a testimony to the
quality of the sponge as well as to the skill of t e

decorator.
Jan Bers of Radio Leeds broadcast live from the
Gallery in the morning and the staff joined in t e

up in striking costumes supplied by
Opera North. This had the practical advantage of
differentiating the staff so that they could be easily
identified and approached with all manner of
queries.
Despite the snow we felt that this had been a
successful launch for our Centenary celebrations
and Denis Morrison, the Foreman Attendant, was
fun dressing

hundred or so balloons which had floated up to t e
ceiling.
Following on from the 'Inside/Out'xhibition
is
the Centenary Photographic Project w ic
record the life and work of the Gallery throug out

'Inside/Out', will record the important events as
well as the private occasions, the public side o our
activities as well as our housekeep' in duties, and
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to Taking a Break a member of the West Yorkshire Fire
Service Pipe and Drum Band
John Freeman

across Victoria Square where the snow was rapidly
melting and forming small rivers.
N 0 birthday
1
party would ever be complete
without a birthday cake and Thurston, the Baker,
provided a magnificent cake bearing our Pao ozzi
sculpture Wittgenstein at Cassino in high relief.
This was cut by our celebrity host Bob Holness and

last but not least our visitors and their response to
the collections and the Gallery. A selection of these
photographs will form a small exhibition which we
hope to tour around the Leeds area.
There would seem to be a contradiction betwen
the Gallery as a public and a private place. It is on
the one hand a public building
housing a
remarkable collection. Each year paintings and
sculptures from our collections carry the name of
Leeds to exhibitions both in this country and
abroad. Yet the Gallery is also a private place
where people and art meet on a one to one basis.
with them long after they have left the building. To
resolve these two aspects we could react passively,
a ll owing e Gallery to remain a civic monument to
culture where works of art are simp y avai a e o
interested members of the public. We have chosen
to play a more active role. By promoting the
facilities and the collections we hope to attract a
wider audience for the visual arts and make the Art
Gallery an important part of the everyday lives of
the community which we serve
a tr ul y p ublic art
gallery.
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SURREALISM REVIEWED:
SOME RECENT ACQUISITIONS
ALEX ROBERTSON

—

Under the sign of the marvellous
and the surrealist
temperament
is inclined
towards the marvellous,
the
towards the fathomless depths of the unconscious
delirious object-image of surrealism smashes repose. It
opens up a gap; it draws blood; it discredits completely
the world of the immediate
reality.'riting

—

four years after the International Surrealist
Exhibition held in London in June ry36, with
England now at war, Conroy Maddox proclaimed
the continuing audacity of surrealism to search for
new victories against complacency and everyday
reality. Of all the surrealist groups which sprang up
around the world in the typos only the British
surrealism's
activities
movement
maintained
throughout the war, keeping alive the spirit of its
founding father Andre Breton who in the surrealist
manifesto published in Paris in r9zy had proclaimed the dogma of 'pure psychic automatism,
by whose means it is intended to express, verbally
or in writing, or in any other manner, the actual
functioning of thought. Dictation of thought, in the
absence of all control by reason, and outside of all
aesthetic or moral preoccupations'.
From being a literary movement, Surrealism
quickly attracted the attention of French artists,
many of whom had been active in the series of
Dada manifestations around Europe during and
after the First World War. The desire to achieve in
plastic form what Breton had set out as literary
guidelines, led to two early kinds of surrealismthe automatic as exemplified by Andre Masson and
Joan Miro, and the completely realistic or surrealist naturalism as seen in the works of Salvador
Dali. By t93o the dream images, bizarre juxtapositions of people and objects and the creation of the
surrealist object, had created an international art
movement which continued to shock, amuse and
provoke middle class attitudes up to the outbreak
of war.
In Britain the ideas of surrealism took root very
slowly and then only affected a handful of people.
The fact that the first exhibition of surrealist art
took place in London in r 936 is said to have been

given its impetus because of the chance meeting of
David Gascoyne and Roland Penrose, the former a
poet and author of Surrealism, the latter an artist
and collector in Paris, the previous year who both
resolved to 'do something in London'. As usual, a
committee was formed, which brought in Herbert
Read as Penrose's main collaborator in England,
whose job it was to go round to see artists and find
out whether they could be included in the
forthcoming
exhibition. In Julian Trevelyan's
famous words, artists 'became surrealists overnight', as they were given the blessing of Read and
Penrose. Of those whose work was examined,
Eileen Agar was in, but Francis Bacon was out on
the grounds that he was not sufficiently surreal.
Writing in t9y6 Roland Penrose referred to his
visit along with Herbert Read to Agar's studio,
'Both of us were at once enchanted by the rare
quality of her talent, the product of a highly
sensitive imagination and feminine clairvoyance'.
Unlike most later members of the British surrealist
group, Agar had lived in Paris and had had first
hand experience of the paintings of Ernst, Miro
and Picasso, and had come to admire the poetry of
Paul Eluard. Her own feeling for the reality
'beyond things', meant that she was unconsciously
already sympathetic to the new school, but there
was no suggestion that she was a member of any
group. However, the new possibilities which
surrealism held out to an artist were seized upon by
ideas which she expressed in the magazine
Agar
The Island in t93 t, 'In Europe, the importance of
the unconscious in all forms of Literature and Art
establishes the dominance of a feminine type of
imagination over the classical and more masculine
order. Apart from rampant and hysterical militarism, there is no male element left in Europe, for the
intellectual and rational conception of life has
given way to a more miraculous creative interpretation, and artistic and imaginative life is under the
sway of womb-magic'.
Of the recent surrealist acquisitions by Leeds
City Art Galleries, the collage Precious Stones by
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Eileen Agar is certainly the most poetic (Plate

t t).2

To most artists collage presented exciting possibili-

ties for creating compositions which were to "ome
extent fortuitous. The juxtaposition of images
created a new world of the imagination, of Alice in
Wonderland fantasy. Agar's composition owes
more to the older type of collage, developed by
of
Picasso and Braque in their development
cubism, in which forms are built up to form an
image. Precious Stones is a most subtle vision, with
the ancient gems (intaglios) visible through holes in
the figure's head and torso. The mystery is
enhanced by the lack of eyes or features, and by the
cast shadow, while the overall pattern of the gems,
gives richness to the surface. Agar's interest in the
classical past has always been present in her work,
in this instance the collection of gems owed by her
husband, Joseph Bard, provided a stimulus to
combine past and present. Myth and legend were
often seized upon by surrealist artists as a means of
forcing new symbolic images.
Another British artist, selected for the London
exhibition by Read and Penrose was John Selby
Bigge, although he cannot really be called a
surrealist at all. After the exhibition he did not take
part in any of the new British group's activities,
even though formally his work can be seen to have
an obvious debt to some of the movement's
outward appearances.
Composition r9yo (Plate tz) owes much to
Dali's compositions of chance encounters on a
beach; in Bigge's case a giant shell and some
cabbage leaves. If the subject is somewhat banal,
the paint quality is exquisite, with a detailed touch
and care as to finish worthy of Dali himself. Dream
imagery had played a large part in the development
of surrealism, as it was seen as one way of
harnessing the power of the subconscious. In sleep
the mind is free to roam, with no need to submit to
any rules of logic, or morality. The problem for the
artist was how to transfer his sleeping images on to
canvas without losing any of the spontaneity. Dali
had solved the problem by his
which he claimed gave him a direct link to
his subconscious. If, in Composition t9yo, the
concept in surrealism's terms is superficial, it does
show how pervasive the movement's ideas had
become by the end of the t93 os.
It is no exaggeration to say that the t936
exhibition must rank as one of the most famous of
the century. Such was the press coverage, the
ridicule, outrage and sheer disbelief about the
whole thing, that surrealism became established
'paranoia-critical'ethod,

r r Eileen Agar, Precious Stones, 1 936. Purchased with
the aid of a government grant to mark the occasion of the
retirement of George Black, Chairman of the Leeds Art
Collections Fund r 969-86.

overnight as a phenomenon if nothing else. To
those artists who were intellectually in tune with its
beliefs it was a spur to produce work in keeping
with its philosophy. John Melville's, Natural
History Museum of the Child,4 (Plate r 3) produced
a year after the exhibition is certainly a dream
image, or rather the painting of a nightmare where
the forces of nature are in violent conflict. Michel
Remy has given a masterly analysis of the picture,s
in which the room is seen as a stage for the
transformation
of the human figure; where a
collection from the past is precipitated into the
terror, fear, guilt,
present. Everything is in flux
anxiety, sexual awareness are all present. Writing
in Le Sttrrealisme au Service de la Revolution in
t93o Dali said, 'I believe that the moment is near
when by a procedure of active paranoic thought, it
will be possible... to systematize confusion and
contribute to the total discrediting of the world of
reality'.
Melville's combination of bizarre elements stems
directly from the writings of the Compte de
Lautreamont whose famous lines in Les Chants de
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J. S. Bigge,

I3 John

Composition,

x9yo

Melville, Natural History Museum

of the

Child, 193 7

Maldoror became something of a cult phrase to
surrealists, 'beautiful as the chance encounter of a
sewing machine and an umbrella on a dissection
table'. To upset the normal, everyday way of things
was certainly an aim of the group. To 'change
as much a part of the programme as were
exhibitions of paintings or objects, so that a
complete surrealist also felt bound to be involved in
social and political events
hence the drift of
many artists and writers towards communism in
the r93os, as fascism began to challenge the weak
western democracies.
The great contribution made by surrealism to
western art was the way it created images of the
unexpected, the chance encounter, the completely
irrational but new concept. One artist who refused
to take part in the r 936 exhibition on the grounds
that most British artists selected for it were not
surrealist, was Conroy Maddox, a tireless supporter of surrealism's aims, who together with other
artists from Birmingham (John and Robert Melville, Emmy Bridgwater)
almost constitute a
school. The drawing by Maddox Personnage
(Plate ry) again presents a dream landscape where
the prevailing mystery is not to be revealed. The
media used
gouache with pencil frottage,
highlights another concern of surrealism, that of
automatic processes where chance has the opportunity to direct and develop the artist's thoughts.
The technique of frottage was invented by Max
Ernst, whose 'rubbings'ver floorboards suggested
all sorts of images deriving from newly revealed
life'as
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textures.
If Maddox chose to set his images in rooms, on a
stage or in a landscape, Sam Haile takes us into
quite another world of psychological examination.
A Children that has gone to cheese'Plate r g) has
as its title a phrase from James Joyce's Finnegans
Wake. According to Michel Remy, 'the transparence of bodies points to the loss of living substance
in the, here monstrously inverted, love relationships between man and wife, just as the borrowed
title (from the novel) points to the clotting of milk
and the melting of the child into soft, malleable,
shapeless matter'.
Haile was later equally well known as a potter,
and his Cleopatra (I937) entered the Leeds
collection in t 938. Haile always maintained a firm
commitment to surrealism, which included strong
political views especially his anti-colonialism.
Many of his early works also feature operations,
with dismembered parts showing closely observed
veins and nerves. His images are haunting in their

candour, but at the same time there is often a sense
of renewal when internal and external forms come
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the body is made whole again, the
together anew
personality reformed and strengthened, one of the
very processes which surrealism hoped would take
place in the individual and society.
Another artist who used surrealism for his
political statements was Merlyn Evans, represented in the r 936 exhibition by three oil paintings,
two drawings and two collages. His early life in
Glasgow accustomed him to seeing poverty and
later, after working in Copenhagen and Berlin, he
was to study for a year at the Royal College of Art
in London. His brief connection with the official
surrealist group in London was soon over because
he refused to be implicated politically in the row
over Stalin v. Trotsky. However, Evans was very
politically aware and many of his paintings of this
period refer to the growing menace of fascism. In
t 938 Evans moved to South Africa. He commented
on the light and colour which he found there
'Violent colour burst on the scene with a harsh,
raucous trumpeting.
The light was merciless,
continuous and blinding. Vermilion and veridian
trees and bushes, magenta hedges, and a monotonous blue sky that was always the same, produced
to my eyes hideous dissonances of colour which
fascinated me'.
On his arrival in South Africa, Evans painted
Polynesian Fantasy
(Plate r6) which conveys
something of the impact of the light and colour of
the southern
hemisphere.
A series of small
paintings was produced, many painted in tempera
which provided a hard surface and permitted crisp
forms of pods and idols to be shown against a
luminous
background. This idea of rampant
nature, with bursting fruits and flying insects was a
familiar image in surrealist painting. Andre Masson in particular used images from nature,
metamorphosed, to show 'life in the raw', where
ideas of conventional morality were overturned, in
conditions where 'might is right'sually prevailed;
the jagged forms in Evans'ainting re-inforce this
hostile atmosphere.
These recent additions to the collection of Leeds
City Art Galleries greatly enlarge the holdings of
surrealist and surrealist inspired art. The collection
already contained the following works showing
how the movements ideas were interpreted by
British artists; Paul Nash, Circle of the Monoliths,
Edward Burra, Venez avec moi and Hostesses,
Edward Wadsworth, Requiescat, John Tunnard,
Davy Jones'ocker, John Armstrong, Phoenix.

z4 Conroy Maddox, Personage,

t938

z5 Sam Haile, A Children that has gone to cheese, 1943

x8

x6 Merlyn Evans, Polynesian Fantasy, x938

The impact which surrealism made upon sculpture
can also be seen in major pieces recently acquired
by the Gallery. Henry Moore, Mother and Child
r936, Paul Nash, Forest and Only Egg, Marcel
Duchamp, Rotoretiefs, F. E. McWilliam Bending
Figure; which all show how surrealism transformed our way of looking at the world, as a way of
changing our attitudes to life itself. As Louis
Aragon had written in Le Paysan de Paris in r9z6,
'I announce to the world this page one headline: a
new vice has just been born, one madness more has
been given to man: surrealism, son of frenzy and
darkness. Step right up, here is where the
Kingdoms of the instantaneous begin'.
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MODERNIST MASTERPIECE
BY MAURICE LAMBERT
A

TERRY FRIEDMAN
Looking at the photograph published in z93a of
Maurice Lambert at work in his Earl's Court studio
(Plate z7), it is not difficult to understand why
critics of the day felt they were in the presence of a
startling talent: 'Lambert is regarded as one of the
leading figures in the modern world of
The Sketch on 3 February z932,.
Already in z92,y he had established his 'claim to
rank among the few modern British sculptors who
count'P. G. Konody, 'New Sculptor of Genius',
The Daily Mail, z5 June z9zy, reviewing the
one-man exhibition
at the Claridge Gallery,
art'roclaimed

London); 'he has a real force and originality'The
Nation and Athenaeum, zS June r9z7); he is
'possessed of that indefinable quality known as
genius [which] he employs
to the
Lambert. A Brilliant Young British
Sculptor', The Referee, June z9zy) 'It is hardly too
much to prophesy that his reputation
will
become international'Isis,
rS May I92,9); he
'enters the front rank of English
H. Wilenski, 'An English Sculptor with Ideas
and Courage', The Evening Standard, z z June
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ry 'A Notable Modern. Maurice Lambert at work in his Studio', The Scots Observer, r3 August I932.
Photo Studios Ltd, courtesy Royal Academy of Arts.
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In that year Wood (who had been an assistant to
the academic sculptor, Thomas Brock, creator of
the Victoria Memorial in front of Buckingham
Palace) completed one of his major works, the
Machine Gun Corps Memorial at Hyde Park
Corner. For its date, this is a conservative design
still anchored
to Victorian ideals of beauty,
featuring a nude guardsman in bronze posed like
Michelangelo's David. In x9z5, Lambert showed
fourteen works at the Goupil Gallery in Regent
Street, among which was a remarkable head
entitled Ceres (Plate x8), carved in Red African
sandstone, which the Architect's Journal praised
for its 'cutting technique, including the exploitation of the opportunities offered by the marking of
the rich red stone'. The same year Epstein's
notorious Rima relief on the W. H. Hudson
Memorial in Hyde Park had been unveiled and
condemned by conservative artists and the press
for its modernist approach, particularly the apparent crudities resulting from adherence to the
radical methods of direct carving in
who was a 'massive, handsome manmore like a boxer than an artist', revelled in the
very industry of physical carving. Yet, the real
interest of Ceres lies not in how it was made but in
the sculptor's simplification
and stylization of
facial and hair forms, which links it to Matisse's
bronze head of Henriette, of the same year.
Lambert's links with French avant-garde sculpture, rather than with British modernism, is one of
the features which distinguishes his work in the
x9zos from that of most of his contemporaries at
home; looking at his extensive ceuvre he seems
more French even than his slightly older contemporary, Frank Dobson, who was known as the
English Maillol.'o Critics at the time were quick to
note Lambert's Gallicism, associating his work
with Constantin
particularly
Brancusi (x 876—
x957), the Rumanian-born pioneer of abstract
sculpture, who had settled in Paris in x9o4. In
October x9z5, Brancusi had exhibited at the
Chenil Galleries in Chelsea," not far from
Lambert's studio in Upper Cheyne Row, and critics
rightly identified his early sculpture as coming from
this radical, foreign tradition. A review of work
shown at the Mayor Gallery in London in x9z6
observed that the 'highly polished brass shaped
into forms that suggest the rhythmic flight of birds
boldly proclaims
an adherent of the
theories exploited by Brancusi'.'2 The Observer
(x9 June x9z7) felt Lambert did not carry
abstraction to the 'extreme reached by Brancusi'n
stone.'ambert,

''r'>r)iQ
xg Maurice Lambert, Ceres, x9x5, Red African
sandstone, from K. Parkes, The Art of Carved Sculpture,
x93 x, x, facing p. x x6. Present whereabouts unknown.

Maurice Prosper Lambert was born on z6 June
x9ox in Paris, the eldest son of a successful painter,
George Washington Lambert (x873 —x930) who
had been born in St Petersburg, though his own
father hailed from Baltimore and young George
had emigrated first to England, then to Australia.
The family had originally come from near Halifax
in Yorkshire.2 Though Maurice left Paris with his
parents in November x9oz, when he was only
eighteen months olds, he undoubtedly maintained
contact with the city throughout his early life and
some remembrance of this experience persisted in
his sculptural forms and choice of materials, as we
shall see. Meanwhile, determined to be a sculptor,
Maurice attended Chelsea Polytechnic and in
x9x8, through his father's influence, was taken on
as assistant to Francis Derwent Wood, Professor of
Sculpture at the Royal College of Art.4 The two
men seem to have got on well and Maurice
remained his assistant for five years, but the extent
which their sculpture differed is evident from the
events of

x9z5.
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that he is 'less exacting as regards the intuition of
his audience', whereas for Brancusi an exquisitely
finished pebble-form suggested the 'full roundness
and smoothness
of a perfect female torso'.
Nevertheless,
it is Brancusian language which

P. G. Konody, art critic of The Daily Mail (t g June
z9zy), employed in describing Lambert's work:
the 'flawless cold roundness'f an alabaster torso,

and the 'heavy masses poised on the slightest
support as though they were floating in air'f other
works. In a later article, Konody claimed that
Lambert followed, 'though not too closely, in the
footsteps of Brancusi'y discarding realistic
representation in favour of the 'fascinating problems of abstract rhythm', though he did not -arry
abstraction 'to a point where it becomes unintelligible to all but the initiated'.'his
is, of
course, true and, moreover, a fundamental difference between post-war abstract sculpture in Britain
and in France, that is, at least until Barbara
Hepworth assimilated the Arpian vocabulary of
purity of form following her momentous visit to
Paris (with Ben Nicholson) in r 93 z. If Lambert did
not go down this road so far, nevertheless the
slender zig-zag totem-form of Lark
its tiered alabaster base supporting eleven
stacked birds carved, significantly,
out of a
zoo-year old oak gatepost, could not have been
created without knowledge of Brancusi's studies
for Endless Column.'s
The other distinctive quality of Lambert's early
sculpture is its adventurous choices of material.
The Birmingham Post noted his show at the
Claridge Gallery in t9zy included pieces with 'no
fewer than ten different mediums. His choice in
each case has justified itself, for one felt that only
the medium chosen could have expressed the
subject'. Birds, whose 'lovely curve of gleaming
brass, suggesting outspread wings and swift flight
[that] would lose its effect of motion in another and
less "alive" material', was given as an
his one-man show held at Reid R Lefevre in St
James's in r93z, Helen of Troy was made of lead
and antimony, Herring-Gulls of iron, plastic wood
and cellulose, Germinating
Seed
of bronze,
copper, aluminium, plate glass, blown glass, pink
alabaster and Gaboon Ebony.'7 Hooked Fish was
fashioned from aluminium, plate-glass, three-ply
wood, cellonite and concrete,'other and Child,
r9zg, was cast in iron, which was allowed to rust
to a dull red and then oiled, a technique apparently
inspired by some ancient Chinese figure seen in a
London museum.'ther
cast iron pieces were
Ascending,'ith

example.'n

Could this paspatinated with stove-blacking.
sion for unusual and unexpected materials have
been connected with the fact that Maurice's
younger brother, Constant (later to emerge as a
notable composer) had studied at the Albert Bridge
School, which was run by the wife of the keeper of
minerals at the Natural History Museum?
other British sculptor working in the r9zos
had chosen to explore in such an unconventional
direction. 'He is trying to do something new in
sculpture, and succeeding', commented the critic,
R. H. Wilenski, 'and in this, as everyone knows, he
stands in England practically alone'.
Lambert continued to experiment with avantgarde forms and materials in to the r93os, as work
in his daring and highly successful I932, show
clearly reveals. But, in the early Thirties he began to
move closer to English modernist sculpture developments. In r93o he was named, with Moore,
Hepworth, Frank Dobson, Jacob Epstein, Eric Gill,
Eric Kennington and John Skeaping, as leaders of a
new art group,
and in t93z he was selected with
and others to represent
Moore, Nicholson
advanced British art in an exhibition planned to
tour Hamburg and Berlin.
The Anglicizing of Maurice Lambert's sculpture
this seems a legitimate way of approaching the
artist's progress
is manifest in what must surely
be his masterpiece: the heroic, dark green, densely
marked, Verde di Prato marble group of Father and
Son (Plate t9), recently acquired by Leeds City Art
Galleries, with generous support from the Henry
Moore Foundation.
The sculptor, wearing goggles to protect his eyes
from flying chips and a respirator to avoid inhaling
dust, is shown carving the figures in a photograph
published in the press early in z93z (Plate zo)
Therefore, it may be assumed that he had begun
work sometime during the previous year. The
group was acclaimed when it was first exhibited,
with forty-three other sculptures and thirty drawings, at Reid R Lefevre in May r93z (a number of
these works, including the Leeds piece, appear in
the studio photograph in Plate ry). The painter,
John Armstrong, found its magnificent workmanship and simplicity of form 'impressive and
satisfying'.2~ Frank Rutter, a former curator of
Leeds City Art Gallery, called Father and Son 'a
over a recalsuperb triumph of craftsmanship
R. H. Wilenski, in his imporcitrant material'.
tant book, The Meaning of Modern Sculpture,
r 932, recommended studying the group as 'a fine
piece of direct carving, a brilliant example of
'o

—
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Maurice Lambert, Father and Son, r93 r-3 z, Verde di Prato marble,

Leeds City Art Galleries.

H 32 /2

10.

st

ar Henry Moore, Mother and Child, r93r, Burgundy
stone,

H ry tn.
Present whereabouts

ao Maurice Lambert, Father and Son, photograph by Fox,
published in The Daily Herald, ag January r93 a.

collaboration with material, a brave attempt to
help a block of Verdi Prato marble to express the
kind of formal meaning which the sculptor had
experienced in Sumerian sculpture', illustrating as
an example one of the famous portraits of
Gudea
Even more pertinently,
Wilenski compared
Father and Son to Moore's Mother and Child,
?93 I (Plate zr), discovering in both a commitment
to expressing universal and permanent ideas in
enduring shapes and materials, rather than to the
Romantic 'imitation of the particular shapes'f
some particular parent with child; theirs was a
concept of 'truth in sculpture'sing the 'organisation of stone-form as a symbol of life', though
Wilenski believed Lambert's approach was less
metaphysical than Moore's.
Comparing the two
carvings, it is possible to see their differences
for
their similarities are all to evident
lying mainly in
Lambert's interest in movement. The New Statesntan &'ation claimed he had 'rescued sculpture
from its static pose', The Yorkshire Post that his

—
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unknown.
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solids, unlike Brancusi's and Moore's, were
'restless and involved'.
G. Konody believed
Lambert inclined more towards the 'exuberance of
baroque art than... the static qualities of early
Greek or Egyptian sculpture', the sources then
inspiring Moore.
Viewed from both front and
back (Plate zz), the cylindrical block of marble
encapsulating the father, reinforced by the stepped
ovals of the Ham Hill stone base, is pulled asunder
by the robust man-child who, enfolded in his
brawny arms, struggles for a separate identity; at
the same time the father's head turns in dynamic
contraposto.
This is not Moore's iconic image.
Though not so experimental as Lambert's other
early sculpture, Father and Son seems to represent
the zenith of his career. Within a few years the
modernism with which he had been associated in
Britain changed: Moore and Hepworth moved
closer to pure abstract form but Lambert did not.
In r 93', the art critic of The Morning Post found
him 'wavering between the realism of Epstein and
what the Betsy Prigs of the ultra-modernist

x

The press clippings referred to in this article are from the
artist's file, deposited by Mr Geoffrey Colley, Lambert's
assistant, in the Royal Academy Library, London. I am
grateful to the Librarian for permission to quote from this
invaluable material. Emma Hicks, Ben Read, Loveday
Shewell, Peyton Skipwith, Martin Summers
(Reid 8c
Lefevre) have generously assisted in the preparation of this
article.
Information on Maurice Lambert and his family is found in
The Dictionary of National Biography; 'Mr. Maurice
Lambert Sculptor of Talent and Intelligence', obituary in
The Times, zo August x964; Motion, particularly pp. 5, 88,
x as-z9; B. Read and P. Skipwith,
Sculpture in Britain
Between The Wars, x986, pp. xoo —
o3. This article is
concerned with Lambert's career up to x93z, when he was
thirty-one years old. After that date he continued making
sculpture and is mentioned in E. G. Underwood, A Short
History
of English Sculpture, x 93 3 pp. x 72,—73,
H. Maryon, Modern Sculpture: Its Methods and Ideas,
x933, pp. 5o—5x, figs 29 37 S. Casson, Sculpture of
To-Day, x939, pp. >5, xz5, illustration, R. B. S. Modern
British Sculpture, nd., p1.59. He was elected A RA in x94x, RA
in x 95 exhibiting there x938—
65, and serving as Master of
Sculpture at the RA Schools x950—
58. He died x7 August

',

x

Maurice Lambert, Father and Son, rear view,
of Modern

published in R. H. Wilenski, The Meaning
Sculpture, x93 a, pl. 9.

movement call "pure plasticity'.
The Surrealist
poet, David Gascoyne, unkindly condemned both
factions: 'A short time ago', he wrote in The Net
English Weekly (24 May z934), 'I called Henry
Moore's sculpture degenerate; it is a pity that I did
not reserve the epitaph for Mr. Lambert's; it is so
far more deserving of it. His work is nothing much
more than large-scale
"modernistic" motorbonnet pieces. It is the kind of thing that the Tate
Gallery can buy in order to feel that it is keeping
up-to-date'. Maurice Lambert seems, at least from
the incomplete evidence at hand, to have rather lost
his way.
NOTES
Abbreviations: Hulten (P. Hulten, N. Dumitresco and A. Istrati,
Brancusi, x986), Motion (A. Motion, The Lamberts: George,
Constant & Kit, x986).

964.

Motion, p. 4o.
4 ML to Tanner, 4 January x95a (RA Library: Lambert file),
stating that he was with Wood from ages x7 to ax, and that
'From him I received the only actual tuition I ever had'.
G. W. Lambert, who was himself to show interest in
sculpting late in life (Motion, p. 97), exhibited a portrait of
Mrs Derwent Wood at the RA in x 9x 5 (no. x xo).
B. Read, 'Classical and Decorative Sculpture', in S. Nairne
and N. Scrota, ed., British Sculpture in the Ttventieth
Century, x98 x, pp. 44-45, z63.
6 z5 November x9>5, with Ceres illustrated. K. Parkes (The
Art of Carved Sculpture,
x93 x x, pp. xz6 —
z7) also
illustrated this work, which he regarded as the 'most
striking'f the exhibits, the obstinacy of the material
'triumphantly
vanquished by the strength of this artistic
young athlete'.
7 T. Friedman, 'The Hyde Park Atrocity': Epstein's Rima
Creation and Controversy, x988.
8 The Daily Express, xo May x93z, adding that he was 'really
shy and highly strung'. Anthony Powell described him:
'Tough, bearded, ungregarious, he had a reputation for
morosity that might suddenly erupt into rudeness
Maurice was devoted to pursuits like boxing and sailing,
committed to spheres of physical action, while being at the
same time personally inward-looking'. (Motion, p. x z9).
9 I. Monod-Fontaine, The Sculpture of Henri Matisse, x984,
pl. 57, perhaps even more so to Henriette Il, x927 (pl. 58).
Ernest H. R. Collins, in a letter to The Neu Age, 3o June
x9a7, remarked on Lambert's 'eagerness to adventure into
unexplored fields of shape'. See his even more remarkable
aluminium
head of Edith Sitwell, x927 (B. Read and
P. Skipwith, Sculpture in Britain Betu een The Wars, x986,
no. 7a), which was widely reported in the contemporary
press (RA Library: Lambert file).
xo R. Hopper, Frank Dobson x886—
x963: true and pure
sculPture, x98x.
xx Hulten, p. 3>3; he had earlier shown with the Allied Artists
Association and at the Dore Gallery, London, in x9 x 3.
xx RA Library: Lambert file, unidentified, undated press clipping.

and Artists', The Observer, I6 June I929. Lambert is
also associated with Brancusi in The Evening Standard,
Lambert',
22 June I9z7; 'Sculpture
The
by Maurice
Scotsman, I3 June I929; T. W. Earp, 'New Sculpture', The
New Statesman, zz June I929; H. Furst, 'New Sculpture by
Maurice Lambert', Apollo, July I 929 p. 57; The Scotsman,
x x June x93 I; 'Plastic Experiments',
The Scotsman, 5 May

I3 'Art

I932.

x4 Generally dated to x932, Lark Ascending was shown in
Lambert's one-man exhibition at Reid gc Lefevre, May I934
(no. 3) and widely discussed in the press of that year.
x5 The version in wood of x9xg (Mary Sisler Collection) was
illustrated
in E. Pound, 'Brancusi', The Little Review,
Autumn x 9 2 x, pl. 7; the full-size metal column was erected at
Tirgu-Jiu, Rumania, in I937—
38 (Hulten, cat. nos. xo4,
zo5). Lambert's, Girl in a Hammock (illustrated in
R. H. Wilenski, 'The New Sculpture', Harper's Bazaar,
March x93o) has a three-tiered base probably derived from
Bird, I9x9 (Hulten, cat. no. xo9).
x6 x4 June I927. See also 'The Claridge Gallery', The Observer,
I9 June I 927. Birds is illustrated in The Home, (Australia),
x May x9z6.
x7 Sculpture and Drawings by Maurice Lambert, May I932.
(annotated copy, Reid Sc Lefevre).
I8 Isis, I9 June I929 illustrated in Apollo, August x9z9,

I9

P. I I9.

'Daring Sculptor', The Daily News, 26 September x928;
illustrated with the artist at work, in The Sketch, 3 October
x9 28, and The Hull Evening News, 4 October x 928, and in a
domestic setting in W. Aumonier, Modern Architectural
Sculpture, x93o, p. x4o.
zo 'Daring Sculptor', The Daily News, 26 September I928; 'A
Sculptor's Aviary', The Daily Chronicle, 3o March; The
Daily Sketch (Manchester edition), 6 April; 'Portraitand Stove Polish!', The Evening
Making in Cast Iron
News, July I 929. 'Sculpture Materials
x93 2', The Daily
Mirror, 6 May I932, claimed Lambert was 'one of the first
sculptors to popularise Derbyshire alabaster'. J. Mander,
'Maurice Lambert Moves Ahead', The Home (Australia),
September I 929 compared him to the Paris-based sculptor,
Ossip Zadkine, in the variety of materials used.
zx Motion, p. I23.
zz 'An English Sculptor with Ideas
and Courage', The
Evening Standard, xz June I92,9. Here is a sculptor who
works in the future rather than in the past. Few of the modern
men have so fertile a brain nor can they give ideas so striking
an aesthetic form'American Art News (New York), 4 June
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I932)

'Great New Art Group', The Daily Neu s, zg February I93o.
24 'English Art in Germany', The Daily Mail, 6 June I93z.
25 Father and Son, x93 x —
32, Verdi di Prato marble, H 32'A in.,

signed with monogram ML on right leg (Inv. no. 42/87).
Exhibited Reid 5c Lefevre (Sculpture and Drauings by
Maurice Lambert), May x932, no. 9, illustrated (together
with a drawing no. 64 'Project for Father and Son', price
8 guineas, present whereabouts unknown); sold C. Branson,
9 May x932, K25o (Reid gc Lefevre files); bequeathed
to Whitechapel Art Gallery, I938; bought
anonymously
Leeds City Art Galleries, with the aid of an HM Government
grant and a grant from The Henry Moore Foundation, May

I987.

z6 The Daily Herald, 28 January: 'a remarkable

study'; The
Sketch, 3 February: 'He is one of the few sculptors who
actually cut their statues from a block of marble, and is
shown working on an important study'; The Evening
Transcript (Boston, Massachusetts), 5 March I932. Father
and Son also appeared in 'New Sculptures by Maurice
Lambert', The Studio, June I932, p. 335, which illustrates
six other works, and in R. H. Wilenski, The Meaning of
Modern Sculpture, I932 pl. 9 (back view).
27 'Art', Week-End Review, zx May I 93 2.
28 'Mr Lambert's Sculpture', The Sunday Times, I 5 May 293 2,
adding: 'I cannot help wondering whether its brilliance and
power would be lessened had the sculptor hewn his way to
the expression of a more pleasing type of humanity'. Not all
reviews were favourable: '"Father and Son" is a massive
group of the "elephantiresome" kind''lastic Experiments',
The Scotsman, 5 May x932).
29 Page I36 and pl. ga, adding that he 'has also made some
interesting essays in symbolic form on Indian lines'p. x 52).
3o Page I36. Interestingly, in I932 neither Lambert, who
married in x9z6, nor Moore, who married in I928 then had
offsprings; in fact, Lambert was to remain childless: he was
'allergic to children'Motion, p. zx2).
28 May and 5 May x932 respectively. Lambert's 'sense of
movement (was] a far too rare attribute of modern
R. Tatlock, 'A Sculptor of Moods', The Daily Telegraph,
xz May x932,).
32 'Mr. Maurice Lambert's Sculpture', The Observer, 8 May
I 93 2. See also Konody, 'Art and Artists', The Observer,
x6 June I929: 'not his least claim to distinction is his
widening of the range of sculpture by introducing new motifs
of animal life and movement'.
Father and Son 'is a powerful study in green Prato marble,
which is too subtle for the rude force of the models. They
would have been more effectively displayed in the coarser
Ham Hill stone
or, better still, out of the Madras
sandstone''aurice
Lambert's Sculpture Skill
and
Perversity', The Morning Post, 5 May I 93 z).
34 'Two Brilliant Artists', 9 May I 934,'he other was the
painter, Duncan Grant.
sculpture'R.
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LOOKING AND LEARNING
JUDITH NESBITT
I enjoyed the art gallery very much it was the best art
been to in the world. I would go anytime in
gallery
the world. I will give them ten out of ten for it.

I'e

Lee, age ro

The fact that Leeds City Art Gallery is probably the
only art gallery this particular visitor has been to
doesn't lessen the value of his enthusiastic
response. What matters is that Lee's experience of
the gallery was a positive one of surprise,
the
and excitement,
confounding
enjoyment
notion that art in any guise is boring! His critical
appraisal of the Gallery
awarding marks out of
ten
should not be dismissed as childish whimsy.
Every visitor to the Gallery is a 'consumer'f the
works of art on show, and each visit makes a return
visit more or less likely. The Education Service
exists to provide access to the wide range of art on
show, going beyond presentation to interpretation
and participation.
But Education? In an Art Gallery? Isn't the word
turn-off with even more
itself an additional
negative associations than art galleries? The two
are, in fact, natural complements. Looking at art is
an exercise in discrimination, a sensitizing process
involving not just sensual but intellectual response.
The step beyond the question 'what is it?'s asking
the question 'u by is
appreciation, far
from being a momentary delight in recognition, or
conversely a hurried dismissal, is an involved
and equally
process of sensitive observation
sensitive enquiry. When the definition of 'appreciation'omes closer to understanding than simply
enjoying we can begin to see its vitality and
centrality in formal and informal education.
The GcsE initiative in our secondary schools
acknowledges the importance of this evaluative
response to first-hand material. Within the art
syllabus this means making more frequent and
more considered use of the Art Gallery as a prime
resource. An exhibition programme committed to
art is, in addition, a
presenting contemporary
valuable
stimulus
to Media Studies, Critical
Studies and other issue-based subjects. The connections between the Art Gallery and formal educaall the time, and this is
tion are strengthening

—

—
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reflected in the ever-increasing numbers of school
parties visiting the Gallery.
One high-school teacher, who brought several
groups of fifth-year pupils to last year's Jacob
to work all day in the
Epstein exhibition,
exhibition and art workshop, comments:
For many pupils it was their first introduction to a
Gallery and to a selective exhibition. For them to
experience original works of art at first hand and have the
work of one artist described to them in terms of variety of
influences and development has been of great value. It is
obvious from the pupils that enquiry and interest has
been awakened into sculpture
its methods, materials,

forms...

—

Perhaps most pertinent of all to the pupils is the
knowledge that they can be involved with and can
participate in works of art both practically, visually and

in debate.

Education in the Gallery doesn't mean just a
tedious search for answers to a prepared set of
questions by reading the labels on the wall. Much
more challenging to be asked to read the picture on
the wall! Regular gallery visitors will by now be
used to seeing schoolchildren of all ages grouped
around a painting or sculpture, looking, talking,
often taking an hour to study just two or three
works of art. Learning to look is like a game that is
fun to play, but it can also be a revelation of new
of thought and expression. The
possibilities
concentrated attention of a school party focused on
one painting in turn attracts the attention of casual
onlookers who are challenged to bring the same
energy and enthusiasm to the act of looking.
Of course children are individuals too, and not
in
every group is receptive and uninhibited
response. Young teenage groups are ironically
among the most conservative of all. To all but a few
of them, the Gallery is unknown territory. Looking
at art in the Gallery is a radical alternative to the
pop culture which surrounds them. So much visual
media is transmitted at break-neck speed
a
billboard advertisement glimpsed from a car, a
twenty second TV commercial loaded with powerful imagery or a slick pop video
the sophistication of their presentation defying the need for

—
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analysis. Commercial art exploits the manipulation of images to sell an idea or product. Constant
involuntary exposure to this barrage dulls rather
than sharpens responses, and distorts expectations.
Thus any image which isn't coated with the same
stylish sheen doesn't merit a second glance. To
develop an ability to first consider, then evaluate an
image or object is to flex vital critical muscles. So
far from being an irrelevance in the age of home
videos, art has a key role to play in challenging and
subverting the insidious transmission of ideas and
values in our society. Mona Hatoum's installation
'Hidden from Prying Eyes',
last September,
memorably confronted the issue of this worldwide
and packaging of cultural values
purveying
through visual media. Deliberately dingy, her

evocation of Third World shanty-town life, where
the sounds of American soap-operas eerily and
incongruously drifted through the flimsy walls of
rusting corrugated iron, was a potent illustration of
late twentieth-century
cultural domination, and
had much to say to secondary school groups about
the exchange of values in their own society.
Education as access takes very down-to-earth
forms as well. One of the best ways of making
connections between artwork and viewer is to
introduce the artist as the human link in the chain.
The Art Gallery has a policy of running an
education programme to accompany exhibitions
which, besides offering lunchtime, evening and
Saturday talks, often includes practical workshops
which allow people literally to get to grips with the
2,9
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materials, techniques and ideas of the work on
show. The work produced in the workshops is only
a by-product
of the enriching experience of
working closely alongside a professional artist.
Following a primary
school workshop with
Anthony Earnshaw during his exhibition 'A View
from Back o'Town'ne child wrote to the Gallery
to say 'thank you for fixing it for Tony's
exhibition'. Beyond the thrill of meeting this
person who is 'an artist'here is the value of having
him engage with the children in talking about his
work, demonstrating how he works, and helping
them produce their own. Another child who had
taken part in the same workshop, on a subsequent
weekend visit to the Gallery, recognized an
Earnshaw assemblage displayed this time as part of
the permanent collection, and expressed a wish to
buy one of his works to enjoy at home! Sympathetic exposure to art for a new generation creates a
new market for art, which is good news for artists,
galleries, and the 'customers'hemselves.
The Education Service is not only for schools,
however. The linking operation extends to the
individual adult visitor and is also aimed at those
who would not consider themselves
regular
gallery-goers. Special interest groups can be drawn
to spending an entire day in the Gallery attending
an exhibition Study Day, such as that held for the
'Lady Butler: Battle Artist'xhibition. This hugely
popular event provided a general introduction to
the artist and her work, as well as much fascinating
research and specialist analysis. The audience was
a diverse group who numbered among them
enthusiasts of Victorian painting, military and
feminist art history
an example of how art
embraces rather than excludes, the very distance
between these poles of interest providing space for
dialogue to take place.
The often heard remark 'I don't know much
about art but I know what I like'epresents a
desert-island mentality of selection as reduction, an
impoverishment when there is so much to absorb,
contend with, learn from and enjoy. With much,
but not exclusively with contemporary art, some
information or commentary can be useful as a
handle with which to 'open up'he work. Thus
besides providing
exhibition
catalogues
and
guides, artists are increasingly being brought into

—

the arena, not always to 'explain'heir work as
they would decode a secret message, but to present
themselves as people, communicating an attitude
to their work rather than cataloguing ideas. This
contact is welcomed by many artists who can find
their work isolating, and is also a useful source of
additional income since they are paid to impart
their professionalism; time spent talking or working with others means time spent away from the

drawing-board.
Art is a catalyst, the Art Gallery a point of
contact for people and ideas. The traffic is not all
one-way, however, and as part of a larger project
backed by Yorkshire Arts, the Art Gallery is
currently making connections out of the building,
placing an artist in a local school to work with a
small group over a period of two months. This
project is pioneering the systematic evaluation of
artist's placements, in operation now for many
years, to collate information on the potential
pitfalls as well as the real rewards of such
initiatives. Collaborative exchange between different individuals and institutions, whether in or out
of the gallery, will always involve an element of
risk, but well worked-out structures and guidelines
are vital in ensuring that what might be the first
contact a child has with art other than their own, is
not also the last.
in many instances
a child
Encouragingly,
brought to the Art Gallery as part of a group will
return subsequently on their own or with friends
and family. Following a Surrealist poetry workshop, Ruth, aged fourteen, wrote
I have taken art in my options, so I could try some
Surrealism paintings. I will definately come back to the
art gallery, and my parents are also coming with me too.

For her the experience of seeing other people'
'Surrealism paintings'timulates
a desire to try
some of her own, so that critical exposure feeds a
creative response. Not only that, it means she
wants to come back, having acquired an appetite
for what the Gallery has to offer. Her pleasure in
discovery is one she wants to share
and who
could resist such determination? For Ruth, as for
many others, art becomes less an option, more a
compulsion.
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